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COHOMOLOGY OF ACTIONS OF DISCRETE GROUPS
ON FACTORS OF TYPE Hi

YASUYUKI KAWAHIGASHI

We study 1-cohomology of discrete group actions on factors of type
Πi Characterizations of Kazhdan's property T and amenability for
discrete groups in terms of cocycles and coboundaries are given, and
we show that each of SL(Λ , Z) , n > 3 , and Sp(«, Z) , n > 2, has
a continuous family of mutually non-cocycle conjugate free actions on
the AFD factor of type II i as an application. We also introduce and
compute entropy for discrete amenable group action on factors of type
H i .

0. Introduction. In this paper, we study 1-cohomology of discrete
group actions on factors of type II i . We give characterizations of
Kazhdan's property T and amenability for discrete groups in terms
of 1-cocycles and coboundaries for actions on factors of type II i .
As an application, we also show that each of SL(n, Z), n > 3, and
Sp(π, Z), n > 2, has a continuous family of mutually non-cocycle
conjugate ergodic free actions on the approximately finite dimensional
(AFD) factor of type II i . These are typical groups with Kazhdan's
property T. We introduce and compute entropy of discrete amenable
group actions on the AFD factor of type II i .

Complete classification of actions of discrete amenable groups on
the AFD factor 31 of type IIi up to cocycle conjugacy was given in
Ocneanu [O]. In particular, he showed that any two free actions of
a discrete amenable group on 31 are cocycle conjugate. Then Jones
[J2] showed that this statement is no longer valid for any discrete non-
amenable group. He constructed two free actions and used the ergod-
icity at infinity to distinguish the two. This shows that non-amenable
discrete groups are quite different from amenable ones in the theory
of group actions on factors. In order to understand cocycle conjugacy
of nonamenable group actions, we start to study 1-cohomology of the
actions and get several von Neumann algebra analogues of Schmidt's
work [S] on ergodic actions on probability spaces. A major difference
between the cohomology theory on probability spaces and one on von
Neumann algebras is that we do not have the group structure on the
space of cocycles in the latter case, which causes technical difficulty.
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First we work on groups with Kazhdan's property T, which are far
from being amenable. (See §1 for the definition.) Since Connes [C3],
several authors have shown that the discrete groups with Kazhdan's
property T are the opposite extreme of amenable groups with respect
to representations and actions on probability spaces and von Neumann
algebras. Here a characterization of Kazhdan's property T in terms
of cocycles and coboundaries is given in §1. Jones [Jl] showed two
mutually non-cocycle conjugate free actions of discrete groups with
Kazhdan's property T on the AFD factors of type II i , and M. Choda
[Ch2] showed four of such actions. We exhibit a continuous family of
mutually non-cocycle conjugate free actions on the AFD factor of type
Hi for certain groups with Kazhdan's property T like SL(n, Z) , n > 3
and Sp(n,Z), ft > 2, using her construction in [Ch2]. These cannot
be distinguished by ergodicity at infinity as in Jones [J2]. Instead,
we make use of the rigidity argument of cocycles to show that the
"almost all" pair in the family is not mutually cocycle conjugate. This
shows another aspect of rigidity in operator algebras. (See Connes
[C3], Connes-Jones [CJ1, CJ2].)

In §2, we work on amenable groups. We introduce and compute
Connes-Stormer entropy for discrete amenable group actions on the
AFD factor of type II i to distinguish continuously many non-commu-
tative Bernoulli shifts. Then we get a characterization of amenability
in terms of cocycles and coboundaries, based on Ocneanu's work [O].
This shows another remarkable difference between the discrete groups
with Kazhdan's property T and discrete amenable groups.

The author is thankful to Professor M. Choda for helpful conver-
sations and to Professor M. Takesaki for a suggestion improving the
exposition.

1. Kazhdan's property T and cohomology classes. Let G be a dis-
crete (countable) group and a an action of G on a factor Jt of type
I I X . Let

Zl = {u:G~+ %ί(^)\ugag(uh) = ugh, g,heG},

Bι

a = {u:G-+ fί{Jt)\ there exists υ e &(JT)

such that ug = vag(v*)}.

Topology of Z\ is given by the strong convergence at each g e G.
This topology is given by the following metric:

00 j

d(u, v) = Σ 2n\\ugn - vgn\\2, where G = {gn\n > 1}.

Consider the induced metric on B^.
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We say two cocycles ug, υg are cohomologous and write ug ~ vg

if there exists a unitary u e Jt such that ug = wι;gα^(w*). Let
H£ = Z\l ~ be the set of cohomology classes. Araki-Choda [ACh]
called an action a strong if any asymptotically α-fixed sequence in
Jt is equivalent to a bounded sequence in Jta and showed that a
discrete group has Kazhdan's property T if and only if every action
of it on a factor of type II i is strong. This is a non-commutative
analogue of Connes-Weiss [CW] to the effect that a discrete group has
Kazhdan's property T if and only if every ergodic measure-preserving
action of it on a probability space is strongly ergodic.

We show that strong actions have a certain good property about
cocycles. The following technique is based on that of Connes [Cl,
Theorem 3.1], and we note an analogy between central sequences and
asymptotically α-fixed sequences.

PROPOSITION 1. If a is strong in the above context, then the space
of coboundaries B^ is closed.

Proof We define a bijective map Φ from the coset space
%(J?)l%i{jra) to Z\ by Φ(υ) = {vag(v*)}. Because the metric de-
fined by ZΛnorm is translation invariant, %(J?)l%f{Jra) is a Polish
space. We show that this Φ is a homeomorphism.

If Vn^ίJT") -• v^{jra) in the topology of the coset space, then
there exists a sequence of unitaries (wn) in %(Jίa) such that
\\vnwn - v\\ -* 0. This implies \\vnag(v*) - vag(υ*)\\2 —• 0, and
hence Φ is continuous.

On the other hand, suppose vnag(υ*) —• υa(υ*). Then the sequence
(v*vn) is asymptotically α-fixed; hence there exists a sequence (wn) in
Jί* such that \\v*vn-wn\\2 —• 0. We may assume each wn is a unitary
by, changing wn by a small operator if necessary, by Proposition 1.1.3
in Connes [C2]. Then the cosets vn^{Jίa) converge to v%{jra),
hence Φ " 1 is also continuous. Thus there exists a positive number
en such that d(uag(u*), 1) < εn implies existence of w £ ^{J^a)
with \\uw — 1||2 < 1/2W. Suppose we have a sequence (vnag(v*))
converging to ug in Z\ . Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may
assume d(vnag(υ*), vn+ιag(v*+1)) < en. We choose a sequence of
unitaries (un) in ^ ( ^ # α ) by induction so that \\vnun-υn+\un+ι\\2<
\/2n . Suppose u\, . . . , un are chosen. Then there exists a unitary
w e %ί{J?a) such that \\v*+ιvnwn+ι - 1||2 < 1/2W by the definition
of εn. Now set un+\ = unwn+\. The sequence {vnun) converges to
some unitary M G / . We then have ug = υag(v*). D
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Here we recall the definition of Kazhdan's property T for later use.
A discrete group G is said to have Kazhdan's property T if it has the
following condition: There exists a finite subset F cG and a positive
number ε such that for any unitary representation Ug of G on H,
if there exists a vector ξ e ^ such that \\ξ\\ = 1 and \\Ugξ -ξ\\<ε
for all g e &", then there exists a non-zero vector η<%* such that
Ugη = η for all g € G. (See Kazhdan [K] or Zimmer [Z2] for more
about property T.)

We have the following characterization of Kazhdan's property T.
Equivalence of (1), (2), and (3) are a non-commutative analogue of
Theorem 3.2 in Schmidt [S]. Because Hi is not a group here, we
consider all the cohomology classes in (3). (See Example 8.)

THEOREM 2. Let G be a discrete group. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent

(1) G has Kazhdan's property T.
(2) Any action of G on a factor of type II i is strong.
(3) For any action a ofG on a factor of type Hi, each cohomology

class is closed in Z\ .
(4) For any action a of G on a factor of type II i , the cohomology

space Hi with the quotient topology is Hausdorff.

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was proved in Araki-Choda
[ACh].

(2) => (3): Fix a unitary cocycle ug for α. Because Ad(ug)
ag is strong, we know that {vugag(v*)ug\v e %{Jί)} is closed by
Proposition 1. Then it follows that {vugag(v*)\v e W{Jί)} is closed.

(3) =4> (4): Because the metric in Z\ is invariant under the action
of W(Jl), we have a metric on H\ and get the conclusion. (This is
not just a pseudo-metric by closedness of each class.)

(4) => (2): If we define an action of &(jr) on Z\ by v ug =
vugag(v*), then (W(Jt), Z\) is a Polish transformation group in the
sense of Effros [E]. The orbit space H\ is Hausdorίf, hence
7Q thus Theorem 2.1 in [E] implies that Bf is homeomorphic to
%(jr)l%(J?a). Suppose a sequence (xn) in Jί is asymptotically af-
fixed. We show that the sequence is equivalent to another sequence in
J?0-. We may assume all xn 's are unitaries by a standard argument.
Then the sequence (xnag(x*)) in B^ converges to 1, and thus the
sequence {xnίί{Jea)) converges to W{J[a) in %{J?)l%(jra). This
shows (2) and completes the proof. D
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Next we deal with openness of B^. The following technique is
taken from Connes [C3]. This is also a non-commutative analogue of
Theorem 3.4 (3) of Schmidt [S] and Theorem 2.11 of Zimmer [Zl].

PROPOSITION 3. If a is an ergodic action of a discrete group G
with Kazhdan's property T on a factor ^ of type II i, then the set of
coboundaries B^ is open in Z\ .

Proof. Take a coboundary uag(u*) e Z\ . Let F and ε be as in the
definition of Kazhdan's property T. Choose εo so that d(uag(u*), vg)
< ε0 implies \\uag(u*) - υg\\2 < ε for all g eF, and let

T = {vg e Zl \d(uag(uη , vg) < ε0}.

It is enough that this neighborhood Ψ of uag(u*) is contained in the
set of coboundaries. We assume Jt acts on the ZΛcompletion ^
of jf by the left multiplication. Define a unitary representation Ug

of G on & by Ug(xξo) = uag(u*)ag(x)v*ξo, where ξo is the vector
in %f corresponding to 1 G / . (The equality Ugh = UgU^ follows
from the cocycle conditions of vg.) We now have

II Ug(ξ0) - (foil = \\uag(u*) - vg\\2 < ε, for all g e F.

Thus there exists a non-zero vector η e %? such that Ug(η) = η
for all g e G. The operator ηη* is well-defined and belongs to
Lι (J?)+ . This operator is fixed by ad(w) a Ad(V), which is ergodic.
Thus η is a unitary up to scalar, and we get a unitary v such that
v = uag(u*)ag(v)υ*, which means that the cocycle vg is a cobound-
ary. D

In Theorem 2 (3), we did not need an assumption on the action a,
but we assumed ergodicity of a in Proposition 3. We show that we
cannot drop this assumption in general by the following example. The
difference arose from the lack of the group structure of Z\ .

EXAMPLE 4. Let G be a discrete group with infinite conjugacy
classes and Kazhdan's property T. (Take G = SL(3, Z), for instance.)
Then consider the left regular representation ug of G, and let 31 (G)
be the factor of type IIχ generated by ug 's. Let Jί = ^{G)®3ί{G),
and a be the trivial action of G o n / . Define

vgn) = ug ® en + 1 ® (1 - en), for n e N, g e G,

where ^ is a projection in ^ ( G ) with the trace 1/n. Then these v^

are cocycles for the trivial action a, and || 1 - t ; ^ | | - 2 < 2/>/w —• 0
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as n —• oo. But the set of coboundaries of a is just {1}. This shows
that B^ is not open.

Thus, we concentrate on ergodic actions. We would like to show
openness of each cohomology class for ergodic actions, but Proposi-
tion 3 does not imply it immediately because of lack of group structure
in Z\ . Indeed, cohomology classes are not open in general as Exam-
ple 8 shows. For this reason, we consider only cocycles connecting
ergodic actions. For this purpose, we show the following continuity
first.

PROPOSITIONS. Let a be an action of a discrete group G withKazh-
dan's property T on a factor Jί of type II i . Then the correspondence
ug G Z\ h-> jrM(u^'a8 is uniformly continuous in the following sense:
For any ε0 > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that if d(ug ,vg) <δ, then
H^ # Ad(^)α^^ # Ad(^)^ | | 2 < g o {See Definition on p. 21 of Christensen
[Chr] for notation.)

Proof. Let F c G and ε > 0 be as in the definition of Kazhdan's
property T. Choose δ so that d(ug, vg) < δ implies \\ug - vg\\ <
εεo/2 for all g e F, and let x be an element in ΛTA d ( v*)'α* with
IMIoo < 1 Set jr = ^ ^ K K 5 y = g>(χ), and z = x-y9 where
^f i sa conditional expectation onto J^.

By the GNS representation with respect to the trace τ , we may
assume Jl acts on the ZΛcompletion of Jΐ by the left multiplication.
Let ξo be the vector corresponding to 1 < Jt. We get a unitary
representation Ug of G on this Hubert space defined by Ug(xξo) =
(Ad(ug) ag(x))ξo9 X G / . Then this Ug restricts onto the orthogonal
complement %? of the ZΛcompletion of JV. Because we do not have
a non-trivial invariant vector in %? for Ug, we have an inequality

HAd(iv) agix) - x\\2 = | |Ad(*v) • ag,{z) - z\\2 > ε\\z\\2,

for some gf e F. Because

) ag {x) - x\\2 = \\Ad(ug.v*g,)(x) - x\\2

<2\\ug'-υg'\\2 <εε0,

we get ^Aά(v^'ag cJ^.By symmetry, we get the conclusion. o

Now we work on ergodic actions of discrete groups. Let a be an
ergodic action of a discrete group G on a factor Jt of type II i .
Define

Zi,erg = {u: G - W(*)\ug G Z\ , Ad(ι^) ocg is also ergodic} D Bι

a,
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and iί^erg = Za,erg/ ~ Consider the induced metric on Z* e r g .
We assume now G has Kazhdan's property T and a is ergodic in
the rest of this section. Then we get the following immediately from
Proposition 5.

COROLLARY 6. In the above context, Z\ e r g is closed in Z\ .

Proof, The inequality \JV - C||2 < δ for any δ > 0 implies JV =
C. D

We show that property T implies the discreteness of the space
ϋζ^eig τ ^ e following proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. It im-
plies the number of "different" cocycles connecting ergodic actions is
"small". This is a rigidity result for cocycles.

THEOREM 7. Under the above context, H*eτg is at most countable.

Proof. Since H^tτ% is separable, it is enough to show that each
cohomology class in Z\ > e r g is open and closed. Then, since Z\ > e r g is
a disjoint of classes, it is sufficient to show that each class is open.

Take a cocycle ug e Z\ e r g . Let F and e be as in the definition
of Kazhdan's property T. Choose 8Q SO that d(ug, vg) < ε0 implies
\\ug - vgh < β for all g eF, and let

It is enough to show that this neighborhood 2^ of ug is contained
in the class of ug. We assume Jt acts on the ZΛcompletion %? of
Jί by the left multiplication. Define a unitary representation Ug of
G on ^ by Ug(xξo) = w^α^(x)ι;*ίo? where £0 is the vector in %*
corresponding to 1 € Jt. (The equality l/^Λ = UgUh follows from
the cocycle conditions of ug and υg.) We now have \\Ug(ξo) -&II =
IIw^ "" vgll2 < β for all g e F. Thus there exists a non-zero vector
η e •Γ such that !/$(;/) = A/ for all g eG. The operator J/*T/ is well-
defined and belongs to Lι (Jt)+. This operator is fixed by Ad(t^) -ag,
which is ergodic. Thus η is a unitary up to scalar, and we get a unitary
υ such that t> = ugag(v)v*, which means ug ~ υg. D

A direct analogue of Theorem 3.4 (3) of Schmidt [S] and Theorem
2.11 of Zimmer [Zl] would be that each cohomology class of an er-
godic action of a discrete group with Kazhdan's property T would be
open. But this statement is invalid in general as the following exam-
ple, similar to Example 4, shows. This justifies that we considered
only Z\ e r g in the above theorem.
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EXAMPLE 8. Let G, ug,J( be as in Example 4. Let a be the action
of Gx G on Jf defined by α ^ ) = Ad(t/^®w^) for g, h e G. Note
that GxG also has Kazhdan's property T (see Connes [C3]), and this
action a is ergodic. Define V(gth) = w* <g> w* and

neN, g,heG,

where en is a projection in 31 (G) with the trace \jn. An easy com-

putation shows that these are α-cocycles. Then ||V($,A) - ^ / ^ I h <

2/y/n —• 0 as tf -* oc. If we have ^ , Λ ) ~ v[g[g h)
s o m e

implies v^^) = v (^ ΛJ > which is a contradiction. This show that the
cohomology class of %,/*) is not open.

If we have "too many" ergodic actions compared to cocycles, then it
means the number of cocycle conjugacy classes is large. Jones [Jl] first
showed that a discrete group with Kazhdan's property T has two mu-
tually non-cocycle conjugate free actions on the AFD factor of type
Hi. M. Choda [Chi, Ch2] constructed a continuous family of mu-
tually nonconjugate ergodic free actions of SL(n, Z), n > 3, and
Sp(n, Z), n > 2, on the AFD factor 31 of type Hi, and she asked
in the first question of page 534 of [Ch2] whether a discrete group
with Kazhdan's property T has two non-cocycle conjugate ergodic free
actions on the AFD factor of type Hi, and obtained an affirmative
answer in it by constructing two different closed product algebras. We
get the following corollary about this question. It shows that these
groups have the totally opposite property of amenable groups with re-
spect to free actions on the AFD factor of type Hi. (Theorem 2.7 in
Ocneanu [O] asserts that every discrete amenable group has the unique
free action, up to cocycle conjugacy, on the AFD factor 31 of type
H i . )

COROLLARY 9. Each of the groups SL(Λ , Z), n > 3, and Sp(«, Z),
n > 2, has a continuous family of ergodic free actions on the AFD factor
of type Hi such that any two of them are not cocycle conjugate.

Proof. Suppose the number of different cocycle conjugacy classes
of actions in the family M. Choda constructed is countable. Then
at least one class contains continuously many actions. Let a be an
action in this class. Since the other actions in this class are ergodic
and cocycle conjugate to a, there exist continuously many cocycles
such that any two of them are not cohomologous, hence H^^ for
this a is uncountable, which is a contradiction. D
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REMARK 10. All the above actions are ergodic, hence ergodic at
infinity in the sense of Jones [J2]. Thus any two of them cannot be
distinguished by the method of Jones [J2]. All the crossed product
algebras of the above actions have property T as shown in Choda
[Ch2].

2. Entropy and cohomology for amenable group actions. In this sec-
tion, we study what follows from Ocneanu's work [O] about coho-
mological properties of free actions of discrete amenable groups on
the AFD factor 91 of type II i . In Proposition 7.2 in Ocneanu [O],
he obtained 1-cohomology vanishing in the ultraproduct algebra. His
method appeals to Shapiro's lemma type argument based on his non-
commutative Rohlin theorem. If we go back to the original algebra,
we get the following by his method.

PROPOSITION 11. Let a be a free action of a discrete amenable group
G on the AFD factor 3% of type II i . Then Bx

a is dense in Z\ .

Proof. Apply the proof of Proposition 7.2 in [O] to a given cocycle
υg. Though vg is not in the ultraproduct, the proof works until
line 11 of page 63 if we think w in the proof is an element of Jίω,
because we have a non-commutative Rohlin Theorem for our a. Then
vg is equal to a coboundary wag(w*) in the ultraproduct algebra
with a small error. Then choosing a unitary un form the sequence
representing w in the proof, we get a coboundary unag(u^) such that
\\unag(u*n) - Vg\\\ < I/ft for all g e Fn, where Fn is an increasing
sequence of finite subsets of G with \JnFn = G. This shows the
desired density. D

We consider the number of unitary cocycles next. As in Choda's
result used in §1, we would like to obtain a large number of conjugacy
classes of ergodic free actions. In order to distinguish general discrete
amenable group actions, we extend Connes-Stormer entropy in [CS]
to countable amenable group actions. It will give us continuous conju-
gacy classes of non-commutative Bernoulli shifts. (See Ornstein-Weiss
[OW] for entropy of group actions on probability spaces.)

For reference, we list basic definitions and properties of Connes-
StΘrmer entropy from [CS].

[DEFINITON 1 OF [CS]]. For finite dimensional von Neumann sub-
algebras N\, . . . , Nk of 3ί, define

H(Nl9...9 Nk) = sup
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where η{x) = -x logx, Sk is the set of all families (JC^ ,... j k ) , ij e N,
of positive elements of &, zero except for a finite number of indices,
and with the sum equal to 1, and

*,' = Σ
[PROPERTIES OF H].

( A ) H(Nι , . . . , N k ) < H(Pι , . . . , P k ) w h e n Nj

(B) H(Nι,...,Np)<H(Nι,...,Nk)

(C) Pi P » C P = > i/(Pi , .. , Pn , Pn+1 , .. , P«)

< H(P, Pn+\, . . . , P m ) ,

(D) //(iV) = Σ η{τ(ea)), when J3e a = 1, eα: minimial,

(E)

when (NiU -UNk)" is generated by pairwise commuting subalgebras
PJCNJ,

(F) H(N!,..., Nk) <

where JΪ(iV|P) = sup Σ(τ(η{EP(Xi))) - τ(η(EN(Xi)))).
χes

[THEOREM 1 OF [CS]]. For each n € N and ε > 0, there is a δ > 0
/w/ ,/or any pair of von Neumann subalgebras N, P c &, the

conditions dim N = n and N c P imply H(N\P) < ε.

Let G be a countable amenable group. Choose an increasing se-
quence of finite subsets {An} by amenability such that

Λ-00 | Λ |

(It is well known that existence of such a sequence is equivalent to
amenability. See Greenleaf [G] for instance.)

For an action a of G on a factor Jt of type II i , we define

= H{agι(N),...,agm(N))9

where A = {gu ... , gm}cG,
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H(N 9 a) = lim sup γ-r-rH(N, a, An),
«->oo \Λn I

#(α) = sup H(N,a).
NCJT,

finite dimensional

Note that # ( # , α) < H(N) by property (B) in Connes-Stormer [CS].
The sup in the third definition may be infinity.

The following is the non-commutative Kolmogorov-Sinai theorem
and an analogue of Theorem 2 in [CS].

PROPOSITION 12. Let Pq, q > 1, be an increasing sequence of fi-
nite dimensional subalgebras of the AFD factor 31 of type Hi
\^Fq=3ί. Then

H(a)=

Proof. The same proof as that of Theorem 2 in [CS] works. (Use
property (F) and Theorem 1 in [CS] to get H(N, a) < H(Pq 9a) + e
for given e.) D

The following is a computation of entropy for Bernoulli shifts and
corresponds to Theorem 3 in [CS].

PROPOSITION 13. Represent the AFD factor 3ί of type Hi as the
infinite tensor product of k-dimensional matrix algebra Mk(C) with
respect to the trace over a countable amenable group G. Define an
action ag of G on 31 by the Bernoulli shift Then we get H(a) =
log/:.

Proof. For q > 1, define

g€Aq q

It is clear that Pq is an increasing sequence of finite dimensional
algebras in 31 and |J£Li Pq is weakly dense in 31. Thus we can
apply Proposition 12, and get

H{μ) = lim lim τ^H{Pq,a,An)

\An\

= log/c,

by the definition of An .
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The following shows that this entropy for group actions is more
powerful than entropy of single automorphisms.

EXAMPLE 14. Let G = Z2 and apply the above construction for
k = 2, 3 to get actions a and β of Z2 on 3ί. Then for any g e 7?,
g Φ 0, ag and βg have the entropy infinity as single automorphisms.
Actually, they are both conjugate to the shift on ® z ^ = 31. But as
group actions, they have different entropy, and thus they are non-
conjugate.

Let G = Z[l/2]/Z and apply the above construction for k = 2, 3
to get actions a and β of Z[l/2]/Z on 3ί. Then for any g e
Z[l/2]/Z, α g and βg have the entropy zero as single automorphism
because they are both periodic, by Remark 6 of Connes-Stormer [CS].
But as group actions, they have different entropy, and thus they are
non-conjugate.

We would like to get continuously many values of the entropy, so
we introduce the following as in Theorem 4 in [CS].

Let Jί be the infinite tensor product of Af̂ (C) with respect to the
product state ψλ = 0 φλ, λ = (λ\, ... , λ^), where φλ on M^(C) is
defined by

•.. , λ1 + - " + λ * = l, λj>0.

Let βg be the ergodic action of a countable amenable group G on
Jί given by the Bernoulli shift. The centralizer Jt^ is isomorphic to
31 as in the proof of Theorem 4 of Connes-Stormer [CS]. Define the
action aλ

g to be the restriction of βg on / i . This is also ergodic,
and this is a free action. We use entropy as a conjugacy invariant to
distinguish these actions.

PROPOSITION 15. The entropy H(aλ) of the above action a\ is given
by

k

7=1

Proof. Define
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Then using Properties (C), (D), (E) and (C) of Connes-Stermer [CS],
we get

H(Fp,a,An)<H\i ® (Mk(C),φλ)

= H(Dp,a,An)
<H(Fp,a,An),

as in the computation in p. 304 of [CS]. Thus we have

H(aλ) = l i m l i m T- -.HiFp ,a,An)
P

 n \An\

7=1

as in the proof of Proposition 13. D

THEOREM 16. For a free action a of a discrete amenable group G
on the AFD factor 31 of type II i, H\ is uncountable. For an ergodic
free action a of G on 31, H*QTg is uncountable.

Proof. By Proposition 15, we know that G has a continuous family
of mutually nonconjugate ergodic free actions on 31. By Ocneanu's
result [O, Theorem 2.7], its members are all cocycle conjugate. Thus
we get the conclusion. D

Now we get the following. This is a von Neumann algebra analogue
of Schmidt [S, Remark 3.5].

THEOREM 1.7. Let G be a countable group. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.

(1) G is amenable.
(2) No free action a of G on the AFD factor 31 of type Hi is

strong.
(3) B^ζBi= Z\ for all free actions a of G on the AFD factor

31 of type Hi .

Proof. (2) =» (1). If G is not amenable, then G has a strongly
ergodic free action a on 31 obtained by the Bernoulli shift as in
Jones [J2].
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(1) => (3): if G is amenable, we get the conclusion by Proposition
11 and Theorem 16.

(3) => (2): This follows from Proposition 1. D

Added in Proof. After the submission of this paper, the author re-
ceived the following related paper.

S. Popa, "Some rigidity results in type II, factors".
The author thanks Professor Popa for calling attention to this pre-

print.
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